Mitochondrial dysfunction in psychiatric morbidity: current evidence and therapeutic prospects
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Abstract: Cumulating evidence for the involvement of mitochondrial dysfunction in psychiatric disorders leaves little to no doubt regarding the involvement of this pathology in mood disorders. However, mitochondrial abnormalities are also observed in a wide range of disorders spanning from cancer and diabetes to various neurodegenerative and neurodevelopmental disorders such as Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s, autism, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. The apparent lack of specificity questions the role of mitochondrial dysfunction in psychiatric disorders, in general, and in mood disorders, in particular. Is mitochondrial dysfunction a general phenomenon, simplistically rendering brain cells to be more vulnerable to a variety of disease-specific perturbations? Or is it an epiphenomenon induced by various disease-specific factors? Or possibly, the severity and the anatomical region of the dysfunction are the ones responsible for the distinct features of the disorders. Whichever of the aforementioned ones, if any, is correct, “mitochondrial dysfunction” became more of a cliché than a therapeutic target. In this review, we summarize current studies supporting the involvement of mitochondrial dysfunction in different psychiatric disorders. We address the question of specificity and causality of the different findings and provide an alternative explanation for some of the aforementioned questions.
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Introduction – what does mitochondrial dysfunction stand for?

The term “mitochondrial dysfunction” is used in the literature to represent different features associated with mitochondria. In some cases, the term may merely represent observed transcriptional changes. For example, some studies used this term in relation to altered expression of a few mitochondria-related genes.1,2 Based on gene enrichment analysis of the downregulated genes, Konradi et al.1 reported mitochondrial dysfunction in Bipolar disorder (BP) but not schizophrenia (SCZ) patients. Others did find enrichment of mitochondrial function among downregulated genes in SCZ patients.4,5 The term is also used when relating to an increased number of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) mutations6 and mitochondrial structural abnormalities.7,8 In several studies, the authors used oxidative phosphorylation byproducts as indicators of mitochondrial function. For example, Gardner et al9 reported altered mitochondrial function in major depression (MD) based on decreased muscle adenosine triphosphate (ATP) in patients. Additional studies commonly cited as an evidence for mitochondrial dysfunction in psychiatry measured metabolites affected by mitochondrial function: eg, increased lactate and taurine levels were found in SCZ4 and BP patients;10,11 Du et al measured...
high-energy phosphate-containing metabolites and found increased glycolysis-derived ATP in SCZ patients;12 and Frey et al reported decreased levels of total creatine in BP patients.13 Finally, activity of mitochondrial complexes was directly measured in a subset of the studies.14–16

While numerous studies use the term “mitochondrial dysfunction” when summarizing their findings, it is important to consider the impact of the reported mitochondria-related abnormality. Altered expression levels of mitochondrial genes/proteins in a whole tissue does not necessarily indicate abnormalities in the organelle’s function. For example, mitochondria are enriched in the synapses of neurons, and are targeted toward axonal and dendritic synapses during synaptic activity.17,18 Decreased synaptic density of cortical pyramidal cells were reported in postmortem brain of SCZ patients.19,20 Thus, decreased level of mitochondrial genes/protein as well as mitochondrial mass might be a direct result of decreased synaptic density in these subjects rather than indicate altered mitochondrial function. In addition, some studies indicate alterations in the energetic state of the cell, while others, eg, those reporting altered morphology, might imply affected mitochondrial function that is unrelated to energy production1 (eg, calcium buffering) or that results in cellular damage due to an increased production of toxic compounds. Relating to, classifying, and understanding the specific mitochondria-related findings is crucial for appreciating the impact of these alteration on the pathophysiology of different psychiatric disorders.

Mitochondrial dysfunction – an etiological factor or an epiphenomenon?

Comorbidity of mitochondrial dysfunction and psychiatric disorders is well established,21–24 yet the causality between them is not well understood. Existence of common etiological factor does not corroborate with the different phenotypes and the different medication types for these disorders. In this section, we will discuss the findings supporting the role of mitochondria in the development and progression of psychiatric disorders and the possibility of mitochondrial dysfunction being an outcome of the disease.

Mitochondria are the main source for cellular energy obtained through synthesis of ATP in the oxidative phosphorylation process. Energy impairment in psychiatric disorders was reviewed in detail by Rezin et al.22 Beyond energy production, mitochondrial function includes other processes essential for cell function and viability. The most recognized are calcium buffering and homeostasis25–27 as well as apoptosis.28 Altered cellular calcium levels were reported in BP patients.29–31 Support for mitochondrial dysfunction exhibiting an etiological role in psychiatric disorders arises from animal studies. A neuron-specific mutation in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) polymerase (POLG), altering the proofreading function of the enzyme, modifies mouse behavior in mood disorder-related paradigms such as the circadian rhythm and the startle response.32 Mice harboring this mutation also exhibit altered monoamine levels and turnover in the amygdala and the hippocampus and an enhanced mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake.33 In our recent study,34 we induced mild mitochondrial dysfunction in mice by chronic treatment with low doses of rotenone, a mitochondrial complex I inhibitor. We found that such treatment affects several behavioral paradigms associated with facets of depression and mania. Interestingly, the rotenone-induced behavioral effects could be counteracted by chronic lithium treatment (the prototype mood stabilizer). Similar results using different inducers of mitochondrial dysfunction and different mood stabilizers have recently been shown by others.35,36

In the previous paragraph, we discussed evidence for mitochondrial dysfunction being an etiological factor of psychiatric-like behavioral aspects. However, other pieces of evidence suggest that this might not always be the case, proposing that mitochondrial dysfunction might reflect a consequence/epiphenomenon acquired during the course of the disease as discussed in the next section.

Mitochondrial dysfunction as an outcome of autophagy impairment

Psychiatric disorders share with neurodegenerative diseases (eg, Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s, autism, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) both mitochondrial dysfunction37 and impaired autophagy.38,39 Autophagy is a cellular process required for proper degradation of protein aggregates, damaged subcellular organelles, and pathogens. The classical molecular pathway regulating autophagy is mediated by the mammalian target of rapamin (mTor).40 However, an mTOR-independent and inositol-depletion-dependent pathway was later discovered.41 Namely, Sarkar et al42 reported that the three mood stabilizers (lithium, valproic acid, and carbamazepine, all known to reduce inositol levels),42 augment autophagy in cell cultures. Zschocke et al43 have shown that tricyclic and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor antidepressants also enhance autophagy. Correspondingly, antidepressant-like effects were observed in mice treated with the autophagy-inducing compounds, trehalose44 and rapamycin.45 Similarly, treatment with the typical antipsychotic drug, chlorpromazine, was recently reported to enhance mTOR-dependent autophagy.46
Recent studies indicate a reciprocal relationship between mitochondria and autophagy. Within this context, it has been reported that cells lacking mtDNA or functional oxidative phosphorylation complexes display impaired autophagy and Suzuki et al reported that in yeast, autophagy is required to retain mtDNA integrity under nitrogen starvation. These studies suggest a causal relationship altered autophagy and mitochondrial dysfunction, two characteristics of psychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders.

Mitochondria undergo repeated fission–fusion cycles, crucial to ensure mitochondrial integrity. Fission frequently results in unequal daughter organelles, differing in their membrane potential. The dysfunctional daughter mitochondria is degraded by mitophagy, a cargo-mediated type of autophagy specific to mitochondria. Impairment of fission–fusion cycles or aberrant autophagy would result in accumulation of damaged mitochondria in the cell, gradually reaching mitochondrial threshold. Thus, it is plausible that compromised autophagy or impairment in fission–fusion cycles are causative factors of mitochondrial dysfunction.

Mitochondrial dysfunction as an outcome of a lifestyle
Exposure to smoking and drugs of abuse (eg, amphetamines, alcohol) is known to induce oxidative stress and/or mitochondrial dysfunction. These findings are highly important in view of the high incidence of comorbidity between psychiatric disorders and substance abuse yet it is unclear whether there is a causative relationship between the two. In addition, psychiatric disorders often involve disturbances in eating and sleeping patterns also shown to impair mitochondrial function. Thus, it is possible that at least in some cases, mitochondria-related alterations observed in psychiatric patients are an epiphenomenon, related to disease-induced lifestyle and behavior, rather than a primary etiological factor involved in disease initiation and progression.

Psychiatric disorders – specificity of mitochondrial dysfunction
Regional specificity
Ben-Shachar et al addressed the issue of disease-specificity of mitochondrial complex I abnormalities. Using postmortem brain specimens, the authors compared the expression level of some of the complex I subunits (NDUFV1, NDUFV2, NDUFS1) in four brain regions of MD, BP, and SCZ patients vs healthy subjects. All three complex I subunits studied showed some extent of differential expression in subjects with the different disorders. Interestingly, a different profile of changes characterized the different disorders. In the striatum, decreased expression of the three subunits was observed in SCZ but not in BP or MD patients. Contrarily, in the cerebellum, differential expression was observed in BP and MD but not SCZ patients. Likewise, in the prefrontal cortex, at least one of the subunits exhibited decreased expression in SCZ and MD, but not in BP patients. Intriguingly, the direction of the change of NDUFV1 and NDUFV2 was opposite in the striatum vs the parieto-occipital cortex region, and the expression of NDUFS1 was not altered in the prefrontal cortex in either of the disorders. Although stemming from a small sample size (n=15/group), these results suggest that while mitochondrial dysfunction is a common characteristic of distinct psychiatric disorders, the particular profiles differ in magnitude and temporal occurrence. Curiously, contradicting findings showing upregulation of the three complex I subunits were reported in the blood cells of SCZ patients.

Magnitude specificity
It is worth noting that different phenotypes are obtained following treatment with high vs low doses of the complex I inhibitor, rotenone. Administration of high rotenone doses is used to model Parkinson’s disease in mice. The mice exhibit an impaired motor function, protein aggregation in the brain, and death of dopaminergic neurons. Contrarily, treatment with low rotenone doses had no effect on motor function or the well-being of mice but affected behavioral paradigms related to manic and depressive symptoms.

The comorbidity of psychiatric and mitochondrial disorders
The term “mitochondrial disorders” refers to the disorders arising due to alteration in mitochondrial function. Several aspects make mitochondria unique among other subcellular organelles and relate to the characteristics of mitochondrial disorders:

1) Mitochondria carry their own DNA (mtDNA) which contains 37 genes encoding for 13 proteins, 22 transfer RNAs (tRNAs), and two ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs). The majority of the mitochondrial proteins, including most of the subunits of the complexes of oxidative phosphorylation, are encoded by nuclear DNA (nDNA). All 13 proteins encoded by mtDNA belong to oxidative phosphorylation complexes (with the exception of complex II, which is assembled entirely from proteins encoded by nDNA).
2) Mitochondria are maternally inherited.77 As such, many of the mitochondrial disorders, particularly those induced by mtDNA mutations, are characterized by maternal transmission.78

3) With some exceptions, each cell contains numerous mitochondria and thousands of copies of mtDNA which may be similar (a condition designated homoplasy) or different from each other (heteroplasy).79 Since numerous mitochondria coexist in a single cell, cells are relatively resistant to mtDNA mutations. The latter will result in a pathological phenotype when a mitochondrial threshold is reached.84

4) mtDNA replication is separate from that of nDNA and is persistent even in nondividing cells.79 The polymerase responsible for mtDNA replication, POLG,77 is encoded by nDNA. Mutations in POLG affecting its proofreading function result in accumulating mutations and deletions in mtDNA.32 Increased frequency of the common mtDNA4977 deletion was reported in the brains of BP patients in one study,80 but was not replicated by others.14,81–83 Interestingly, although not supporting an increase in mtDNA deletions in BP, Kakiuchi et al81 reported significant upregulation of POLG in the frontal cortex of BP subjects.

Chronic progressive external ophthalmoplegia (CPEO) is a mitochondrial disorder characterized by numerous neuromuscular symptoms. CPEO may be induced by a heterozygous mutation in the proofreading segment of POLG.32 Several cases of subjects with CPEO and other mitochondrial disorders and comorbid mood disorders have been recorded.32,84–86 Similar homozygous (and to a smaller extent heterozygous) mutations cause motor symptoms in mice.87 In addition to motor dysfunction, these mice exhibit age-dependent increase in the number of mtDNA deletions, specifically in brain and muscle,87 providing a potential link between CPEO and psychiatric disorders.

Are psychiatric disorders related to maternal transmission? Involvement of mtDNA mutations in the etiology of psychiatric disorders would have led to maternal transmission. An early study based on 31 pedigrees reported maternal transmission of BP and therefore suggested the involvement of mtDNA in the pathophysiology of the disorder.88 Although maternal transmission of psychiatric disorders was supported in some studies of both BP169 and SCZ,90 these findings were not replicated in a study of BP II patients.91 A paternal transmission mode was suggested by others92,93 and Kirk et al93 suggested that a negative selection against maternal transmission occurs in BP. The authors sequenced 23 mitochondrial common variants in BP I patients and control subjects (94 subjects/group). While no difference in the frequencies of mitochondrial haplotypes was found between the groups, a higher genetic distance (ie, dissimilarity between the haplotypes) was found among BP I patients. Since mitochondria are maternally inherited, the authors concluded that a mild negative selection against maternal transmission takes place in this disease. The authors hypothesized that the negative selection is a result of slightly decreased fitness of embryos presented with mutated mtDNA, resulting in increased chances for extinction of the lineage.93

Different studies, similar subjects

An additional point that should be considered when reviewing the literature or performing meta-analysis is the reuse of the same samples across different studies.84 This issue is particularly important in studies involving postmortem brain tissue, due to the rarity of these samples. For example, many of the studies reporting decreased expression of mitochondrial genes in BP, SCZ, and MD used samples from the Stanley Foundation Brain Collection1,2,5,16,81–83 or the Harvard Brain Tissue Resource Center.3,8 Thus, while at first glance downregulation of mitochondrial genes seems to be highly reproducible in numerous studies, in fact, it is an observation made based on repeated analyses of three small cohorts of subjects (the Stanley Foundation Brain Collection is comprised of two collections – the Neuropathology Consortium Collection and the Array Collection, analyzed independently or together in the different studies).

It is bothersome that studies based on the same cohorts find dissimilar lists of differentially expressed genes84 and, in some cases, even contradicting results. For example, samples of the Stanley Foundation Brain Collection studied by Sabunciyan et al82 were also included in Fuke et al’s study83; nevertheless, Sabunciyan et al82 found a significantly lower incidence of mtDNA4977 deletion in BP females vs males, while a higher incidence was reported by Fuke et al.83 Similarly, no downregulated mitochondrial genes were found in the Stanley Foundation Brain Collection samples by Iwamoto et al,95 contradicting other studies using the same cohort.2,5,16,81 These discrepancies suggest that mitochondrial abnormalities might be involved in some but not all patients with psychiatric disorders, and an outcome of a study based on a small sample size is strongly dependent on the particular samples included in study.83

Conclusion

Numerous studies provide evidence for the involvement of mitochondrial dysfunction in psychiatric disorders. However, interpretation of these findings should be done with caution.
Reuse of samples in different studies should be considered. If the same subjects are being tested over and over, it is expected that the studies would find similar results. Moreover, at this point, the causal relationship between psychiatric disorders and mitochondrial alterations remains unclear. Recent findings regarding impaired autophagy in psychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders raise the possibility that at least in some cases, mitochondrial dysfunction might be an outcome of impaired autophagy.

Can different psychiatric disorders with distinct symptoms and drug responsiveness result from similar etiological factors? One possibility is that mitochondrial dysfunction induces vulnerability of brain cells (eg, glia and neurons) to other disease-specific factors. It is also possible that impairment of mitochondrial function is region specific, or that cell susceptibility varies among different brain cells eg, dopaminergic neurons in substantia nigra are extremely sensitive to impaired oxidative phosphorylation due to high energy requirement. Alternatively, mitochondrial dysfunction can be an epiphenomenon related to frequent characteristics of psychiatric patients such as smoking, drug abuse, and disturbed eating and sleeping.

Another issue that remains to be clarified is which of the diverse mitochondrial functions is altered in the different psychiatric disorders. Is it energy production, calcium buffering, or increased production of reactive oxygen species? Without understanding the functional impact of "mitochondrial dysfunction" no adequate attempt for targeted therapy at this level can be made.
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